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PRESS RELEASE 
This is a real life detective story stimulated by extraordinary 
happenings on the film set of ‘Monty Python’s Life of Brian’, as 
witnessed in Tunisia by Julian Doyle, the film’s editor. The 
crime is the murder of Jesus Christ and the aim is to discover 
and disclose who was the real guilty party. 

An open and shut case, you assume since everybody knows it was the 
Roman Governor, Pontius Pilate, who had Jesus Christ crucified. So the 
starting point for this book has to be, to prove that Pontius Pilate was not 
the guilty party. Clearly, this is such an outrageous idea that you will 
dismiss it as fanciful nonsense, or a Monty Python joke. So we are forced 
to confront your natural skepticism by presenting four pages from the 

book, about the crucifixion scene in ‘Life of Brian’, that proves, without doubt, that Pontius Pilate was not, and 
could not have been involved in any way in the killing of Jesus Christ. 

ORDER your review copy if you want to read it in context. BUT if you still have doubts: CLICK HERE and read just 
four astonishing pages of irrefutable evidence that….. 

JESUS WAS STILL ALIVE AFTER PONTIUS PILATE LEFT JUDEA 

Monty Python’s Terry Jones described Julian Doyle as a polymath and it was this varied range of knowledge that 
made him realize the serious implications of what he witnessed on the set of ‘Life of Brian’, which Doyle claims 
is the most accurate Biblical film ever made. Obviously as Python’s editor, Doyle has a natural comic and 
entertaining style but this cannot conceal the fact that this remarkably, detailed study will cause major waves in 
the field of Biblical research. 

About the author: Julian Doyle is a writer, director, photographer, editor and has created the special effects for 
movies, all to the highest level. He is most famous for editing the Monty Python films and for shooting the 
effects for Terry Gilliam’s Time Bandits and Brazil, which he also edited. His occult movie Chemical Wedding 
has become a cult classic and his acclaimed play, Twilight of the Gods, about the tumultuous relationship 
between the philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche and the composer Richard Wagner, was described by the 
magazine Philosophy Now as ‘Masterful’. This entertaining but informative, Crucifixion’s a Doddle is Doyle’s 
third book.  

SPOIL CHRISTMAS FOR SOMEONE SPECIAL WITH 

Crucifixion’s a Doddle by Julian Doyle (published by Clink Street Publishing November 2016 RRP £TBC 
paperback, £TBC ebook) is available to buy online from retailers including amazon.co.uk and can be ordered 
from all good bookstores.  

For a review copy or interview request please contact 
Kate Appleton, Senior publicist at Authoright +44 (0) 207993 443 4438 kate@authoright.com
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http://amazon.co.uk

